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An Analytical Study of the Frictional Response of Coastal
Currents and Upwelling to Wind Stress
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In this paper we present several theoretical results concerning currents forced by the wind in coastal
regions, for a shallow sea and for a very deep sea. We investigate the time behavior and the spatial
structure of the stream function and the momentum components, i.e., the onset, the transient, the
asymptotic, and the periodic behavior of the currents and of the upwelling, forced by winds of different
spatial and time structures. Results show that the intensity of the along coast jet initially grows linearly
under a .5 in time wind impulse, quadratically under a Heaviside in time wind impulse, and cubically
under a linearly growing wind impulse. The asymptotic state is such that the intensity of the current
vanishes if the wind impulse has a finite duration, while the intensity of the sea current has a final finite
amplitude if the wind intensity goes to some finite value. If the wind stress is periodic in time, there
is upwelling only when the period of the forcing is longer than a characteristic time scale, which is the
sum of the inertial period and the friction e-folding time. Otherwise there are waves which propagate
away from the region where the wind stress is acting. The spatial structure is such that the upwelling
occurs in a horizontal region of the order of the Rossby deformation radius, corrected by the effect of
friction (and by the effect of periodicity, when the wind stress is periodic in time). However, the
horizontal gradient of the wind stress can be more important than the Rossby deformation radius in

determining the horizontal extent of the upwelling region.

INTRODUCTION
theory for the time evolution. This presentation allows an
overall view of the behavior of the coastal sea currents,
which is more difficult to see when the solution is written as
a sum of eigenfunctions of the system [Kundu, 1984].

For a description of the phenomenology associated with
wind-driven coastal currents, see the paper by Winant [1980]
and the proceedings of the coastal upwelling conference
edited by Richards [1981].

Winds play an important role in coastal water currents and
in the generation of upwelling [Mizzi and Pielke, 1984; Dalu
et al., 1989]. This upwelling is essential in order to maintain
the fish-rich coastal waters. Furthermore, the coastal cur.
rents and the vertical mixing within the diurnal thermocline
[Dalu and Purini, 1980, 1981] are very effective in dispersing
pollutants in coastal waters close to large ports or heavily
industrialized and urbanized areas.

There are numerous papers concerning upwelling and
coastal currents induced by wind stress. Here we present a
linear theory for the upwelling on an f plane in a continu-
ously stratified sea. We choose to approach the problem
analytically because some features, such as the upwelling
and the coastal jet, are relatively poorly resolved by numer-
ical models [Clancy et al., 1979; Buss and Feliks, 1981].
Some authors deal with the onset of upwelling as a response
to an impulsively applied wind stress [Crepon et al., 1984;
Allen, 1973]. Others are concerned about the stochastic
aspect of the upwelling [Carton and Philander, 1984] or
about their steady state features [Middleton and Thompson,
1985]. We revisit some of these results in rather general
terms. Furthermore we add the case of periodic wind forc-
ing, which leads to some interesting results, such as the
possible presence of propagating waves at low latitude.

We present the solutions in terms of Green function theory
for the spatial structure and in termS of Laplace transform

2. EQUATIONS AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

The two-dimensional linearized equations, describing the
coastal water flow induced by the wind stress, are
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where/is the Coriolis parameter, b is the buoyancy force, N
is the Brunt- Viiisiilii frequency, <I> is the pressure term, and
A -1 is the damping time; i.e., the e folding time of the
amplitude of the corresponding variable (the persistency of
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the perturbation). The dissipation in coastal areas of the
ocean is due to bottom friction [Mofjeld, 1988; Dewey and
Crawford, 1988], to side-wall friction [Pedlosky, 1979], and
to internal shear. The Rayleigh friction A is a parameteriza-
tion of the sum of these dissipative losses. The coastal
waters are forced mechanically by the wind stress Y, and
thermally by the diabatic source of buoyancy Q. Y and Q are
assumed linearly decreasing from the sea surface to a depth
h, where they vanish; i.e., their vertical gradient is constant
through the layer -h S z S 0, and zero for z < -h.

Defining the stream function

~o + = (~ + ~' '°. = ({ -{')

110+ = (11 + 11') 110- = (11 -11')

The Green functions for the velocities are given in Appendix
B.

a aw=--1/1
axI/J (6)u=

ilz 3. THE WIND STRESS AND THERMAL FORCINGThe 

coastal waters are forced by the wind stress Y:

YX(x, z) = YoF(x, z, t) sin a
(13)

YY(x, z) = YoF(x, z, t) cos a

Ua

Va

Pa 2
YO = -CDUa

Pw

( a ) a2 a2 a2= -+A -yx+f-YY--Q
at az2 az2 azax

a = tan.
(7)

In Appendix A we define the nondimensional quantities and
their Laplace transform. We denote with the circumflex the
Laplace transformed variable, and with the tilde the corre-
sponding nondimensional variable. Using the definition
stated in Appendix A for the nondimensional variables and
for their Laplace transform, the stream function equation (7)
can be written as

a2 a2 r a2 a2

(14)

a-;z 

If, + az If, = !3(p)l-p ~yf+ l~Y'
]~ 11 iJl1 iJl1

02'
( ) -(1-f3 P iJrj iJ~ (8)

CPwPw

In (13) and (14) F(x, z, t) is a function which describes the
time behavior and the spatial distribution of the stress and
the diabatic flux within the marine thermocline. The value of
a T = -1 x 10 -3 K is the thermal expansion coefficient of

the water [Defant, 1961]. Hs is the sensible heat flux, Ev is
the evaporation rate, and q and (J are the specific humidity
and the potential temperature of the air [Roll, 1965]:

Hs = cpQPaCDua«(Ja -(Jw) Ev = CDua(qa -qw)

When Ua d 10 m/s and CD = 2.5 X 10-3 [Geernaert, 1988],
we have2.1. The Boundary Conditions

The boundary conditions for a sea of finite depth Hare

.,,(g=O,17)=O .,,(g = 00, 17)=0 (9)

.,,(g, 17 = 0) = 0 .,,(g, 17 = -if) = 0

where if = H/h is the sea depth normalized to the depth of
the mixed layer h.

The boundary conditions for an infinitely deep sea (H »
h) are

Pa

Pw

CDU~ 

= 2.5 X 10-4 m2/s2Yo= (15)

When Hs -LTEv = 100 W/m2, we have

Hs -LTEv

cp"pw

= 2.5 X 10-8 m2js3Qo = gaT (16)

From (7)-(8), for the values given in (15)-(16), we see that
the diabatic contribution is negligible when

(10)
.f,(~ = 0, 11) = 0

.f,(~, 11 =0) =0

I/I(~ = 00, 1/)= 0

I/I(~, 1/ = -00)=0 [A sin a + fcos a]
Qo hi « Yo (17a)

h2

i.e., when

I » h (17b)

where I is the horizontal scale of the forcing. Since the
horizontal scale I is usually much larger than the vertical
scale h, the inequality (17) is usually fulfilled. Therefore we
will drop the diabatic term in (7)-(8).

From MofJeld [1988] and Dewey and Crawford [1988], we
deduce an e-folding time of the order of 1 day:

(11)
~~J~~~-=~~~-~) 11 0 - ] 1/2

cosh (1T/H)t"o + -cos (1T/H) 11 0 +
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A-] = 0(1 day) (18) Finite fetch with decreasing and increasing wind stress

--i-f;F \(f;) = [He(f;) -He(f; -I)] --::--
I

In regions where the ocean is deep, A can be smaller, and the
e-folding time can be of the order of several days.

Assuming h = 50 m, the order of magnitudes of the
intensity of the sea current and of the upwelling are

T
"0 = Yo hUo = uo[A sin a + 1 cos a] = 10 cm/s

(19)
h

Wo = uoiiWo = wo[.\: sin a + lcos a] = mm/s

We assume that the wind stress is linearly distributed
through the thermocline:

F2(l1) = 11 + 1 -1 < 11 < 0 ,---

F2(T/) = 0 T/ <-1

For the time structure, we discuss the following cases:

respectively. R is the horizontal scale of the overturning,
i.e., the horizontal scale of the upwelling, and T is the
characteristic response time of the system. The intensity of
the upwelling is proportional to the alongshore wind stress
through inertia and proportional to the offshore wind stress
through friction.

The sea temperature perturbation, ST, is proportional to
the sum of the diabatic source and the vertical velocity,
integrated in time. The order of magnitude of the intensity of
ST is

Dirac 5 function impulse

F3(T) = 5(T) ~ F3(S) = 1

Impulse of infinite duration

-A 1
F3(T) = He(T) ::} r3(S) =-

S
Qo N2wO---

11.

N2WO

A

-
ho = hA =

Impulse 

of finite duration
(20)

-1 N2wo 1
ST= -bo-=-:-- = 0.1 K F e(T) = He(T) -He(T ~ a) ::} 1:'3(S) = : [1 -exp ( -as)]

s
gaT A gaT

i.e., the thermal feedback from the sea to the atmosphere is
negligible where the local winds have a diurnal variability
(e.g., the sea breezes, as confirmed by numerical modeling
studies by Mizzi and Pielke [1984] and by Clancy et at.
[1979]). When the wind stress is persistent (t » T) and the
dissipation A is small, such as in the major regions of
upwelling, the diabatic term may play an important role, and
a large sea surface temperature anomaly can build up, be-
cause of the combined contributions of the diabatic source
and the upwelling.

We write the normalized wind stress as a product of three
functions of horizontal coordinate, of the vertical coordi-
nate, and of time:

F(~, 1/, 7) = FI(~)F2(1/)F3(7) (21)

respectively. For the horizontal structure of the wind stress,
we discuss the following cases:

Linearly growing impulse

-A a
F3(T) = aT ~ r3(s) = 2

s

Finally, we will discuss in some length the sea current
induced by the sea breeze (equation (13)):

sin a = sin W'T COg a = COg WT (31)

4. RESPONSE TO A WIND STRESS
OF GENERAL TIME DEPENDENCE

The governing equation for the stream function "', for the
forcing specified in (21), is

a2

8?(J,+

a2

-A 02 - }[p sin a + f cos a]r t<~) --z: F2( 1/)
01/

(22) (32)

4.1. Transfer Functions: Response
to a 5 in Time Forcing(23)

Infinite fetch with constant wind stress

Fl(~) = He(~) 0 < ~ < 00

Finite fetch with constant wind stress

Fl(~)= He(~) -He(~ -1) 0 < ~ < 00

Finite fetch with increasing and decreasing wind stress
Having derived the Green functions g in Appendix B, we

can compute the transfer functions G, i.e., the response of
the sea current, as a physical system, to a 8( 'T) forcing:

-I;F ,(I;) = [He(l;) -He(1; -1)] l

F3 = 8(7) ~ P3 = 1 (33)zi-g
i

+ [He(~ -1) -He(~ -21)] (24)
For the wind stress, the transfer functions Gy are
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(;",y(f" 11, s) = {3(p)[p sin a + jcos a]

. (g"" F\(f,) ~ F2(11»
)11 ".,,'

b = -Ji.[2{exp (-AT) * w} (38e)

where {PC T) * G( T)} denotes a product in the Faltung theorem
sense [Fodor, 1965]:(34a)

{F(T) * O(T)} = iT O(T -U)F(U) du (39)Guy(g, 11, s) = [3(p)[p sin a + jcos a]

./ gu, Fl(g) ~ F2(11»
)\ 11 ~'.TJ'

(34b)

Gwy(g, 1], s) = ,B(p)[p sin a + fcos a]

.J gw,Pl(g)~P2(1]»

)\ 1] {'.1I'
(34c)

4.3. Onset and Asymptotic Behavior

The onset and the asymptotic behavior of the sea current
can be studied using some properties of the Laplace trans-
form.

The onset. When time t is small in comparison with the
characteristic time scale T,

where
t « T = (p + ,\ 2) 1/2 (40)

=i~
(g, P>'I'll' d11'g(f; -f;', 11 -11'}P(f;', 11'

We can expand the stream function in a Taylor series near
the time origin:

(35)

4.2. Response to a Forcing of General
Time Dependence

For a general time behavior of the forcing,

F3(T) ::} F3(S)

.,2 a2+ --.;- (1:

2a.,2'1'~"'7,"=O)+..' (41)

(36) where
the response of the sea current is

t/I = G",yYoP3(S) = F3(S)fJ(P)Y 0
.;,(~, 1/, '7"= 0) = lim stil

s-~
.[p sin a + /cos a]S",y(~, 11) (37a) a

a-; .;,(~, 1/, 'T = 0) = lim $2';'
s-+ 00

a2(37b) iJT2 .;,(~, "7, T = 0) = lim 83(;1
s-~

(37c)

= ~ {YOF3(S)$vy(f;, 1/) cos a -1ft}

p
(37d)

When we apply (41) to (37), we see that in [p sin a + J cos
a] the sine term prevails over the cosine term, i.e., at the
onset, the offshore wind stress is more effective than the
alongshore wind stress in driving the upwelling. Further-
more in (37) the ~(~, 1/) functions are not functions of p;
therefore S(~, 1/) are not function~ of time:

S(~, 1/) = ~(g, 1/) (42)

witht ' N-ZA 0=-- W
(37e)

x

g=h
Z

11=-
h

where

R = h A = 1 (43b)

At the onset the system behaves nonhydrostatically, with an
aspect ratio A equal to unity and a horizontal scale R equal
to the vertical scale h.

The asymptotic solution. When the time t is much larger
then the characteristic time T,

1
t ~ T = (J'l + ,\ 2) 1/2 (44)

p

In (37) the'S(I;;, 11) Junctions describe the spatial structure in
the nondimensional space of the corresponding variable. The
S(I;;, 11) are functions ofp through 1;;; therefore the S(I;;, 11)
functions are functions of time.

Through inverse Laplace transform, from (37), we have
the time evolution

.]I = Yo{G",y(l;;, 11, r) * F3(r)} (38a)

it = Yo{Guy(l;;, 11, r)* F3(r)} (38b)

W = Yo{Gwy(l;;, 11, r) * F3(r)} (38c)

ii = {exp (-5..r) * [-YoP3(r) * Svy(l;;, 11) -jU]} (38d)

it = GuyYoP3(S) = F3(s)/3(p)YO

.[p sin a + Jcos a]Suy(g, 11)

W = GwyYoP3(S) = F3(s)/3(p)Yo

'[p sin a +Jcos a]Swy(g, 11)
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N

Guy(g, 'I}, s) = (3(p)[p sin a + Jcos a] L anSZy(g,'I})
n=O

(5Ib)

the sea current reaches its asymptotic state, which can be
computed through the following limit:

I/I(~, 1/, T) = lim stf, (45)
s-.o

When we apply (45) to (37), the factor [p sin a + J cos a]
becomes [A sin a + J cos a]. Thus the amount of upwelling
driven by the offshore wind stress is proportional to friction,
and the amount of upwelling driven by the alongshore wind
stress is proportional to inertia. In the asymptotic state, the
structure functions S(~, 1/) are not functions of time:

sn(~, 1/) = sn(g, 1/) (46)

N

Gwy(i;, 1], s) = {3(p)[p sin a + Jcos a] L anS~y(i;, 1])
n=O

(5Ic)

N

cos a L anS~y(g. 11)
n=O

(;vy(~, 1/. $) =..:.
p

with

-]Guy(g, 1}, S)} (SId)x

g=R
z

ll=h (47a)

N2

P
where (51e)

(;bY(~' 

TJ, S) = - (;wy(~, 1), $)

The structure functions Sn in (51), associated with the
forcing specified in (48), are given in Appendix C.

(N2 + A 2) 1/2 N R= -h

F+A2 h -(F+A2)I/2h A=R (47b)

5.2. The Onset, the Transient, and the Asymptotic
Behavior of the Sea Current

The onset. When time t is small, we can use the Taylor
expansion given in (41) for the different fields. For a 8 wind
impulse (equation (27», we have

5. SEA CURRENT RESPONSE TO A
NONPERIODIC IN TIME WIND STRESS

5.1. Introduction
In this section we examine the behavior of the sea current

induced by a wind stress which has a constant intensity over
an infinite or a finite fetch (i.e., (22) and (23)), with a vertical
distribution given by (26). In general terms,

N

I/J = 1Y o[sin a + /t COg a] 2: anS~y(~, 1/)
n=O

(52a)

N

~ 1Y 0 sin a L anS~y(g, 11)
n=O

T N
U = -Yo[sin a + It COg a] 2- anSZy(g, 11)

h n=O

(52b)

NT ,,",-n
"" -Yo sin a .L, anSuy({,l1)

h n~O

02 N

F1(g) ~ F2(1]) = L anHe(g -Tn)c5(1] + Jin) (48)
01] n~O

ao = 1 Jio = 1 To = 0

A large variety of wind stress distributions can be described
with appropriate choices of an, Jin, and Tn' We can consider
the wind stress as the sum of finite contributions of an
intensity in the region defined by Tn < g < Tn+l and 0 < 1] <

Jin,

For instance, a horizontally uniform wind stress can be
represented with

NT '" -n
W = -Yo[sin a + it COg a] "'" anSwY(~' 1/)

h n=O

ao = 1 an", , = 0 10 = 0 ho = 1 (49)

a horizontally uniform wind stress over a finite region I, can
be represented with

(52c)

N
T .~ -n

)." -Yo sin a Loi anSwy(t=,1]
h n=O

Yov=-
h

N

t COS a 2: anSZy(g, 1]) -f
n=O

ao=l al=-l a ~2=0n (50)

10=0 II ~ 0 ho=hl=l

Using (34), we can compute the transfer function for the
wind stress spatial distribution given in (48): ~ t¥cos a

N

2. anS~y(l;" 1])

n~O

t sin a +

N

61/1y(g, 11. s) = fJ(p)[p sin a + /cos a] 2: anS~y(g, 11)
n=O

t N

-Yo 2: an[COS aS~yC~, T/) + sin aSZyC" 1])]
h n=O

(52d)
(51a)

The system behaves hydrostatically, with a horizontal scale
equal to the Rossby radius R and with an aspect ratio A equal
to the ratio between the vertical scale and the Rossby
deformation radius.

We make use of (41) and (45) in section 5.1.
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static only in the initial stage, we make the hydrostatic
approximation. The vertical velocity is

(54)N

L anS~y(g, 1/) = 0
n=O

(52e)
The time dependent transfer function Gy(~, 1), '1") for a sea of
infinite depth is

J ~ -n Isin ( T + a) * n:-o anGw JGwY(f" 1/. 7) = exp (-A7)4

11-

,+

'T

..!--. ~ [ Sin v -+ + T sin v -+ -T

21T T (v- + +v- + _)1/2

F~=

-
21T

The onset response to a Heaviside wind impulse (equation
(28» is the time integral of (52), and the onset response to a
linearly growing wind impulse (equation (30» equals (52)
integrated in time twice, and so on. The response, for any
wind impulse, can be reconstructed by expanding the im-
pulse in a Taylor series near the time origin, then using the
properties illustrated above.

Initially, for a time duration small in comparison to the
characteristic time t « T and for any impulse of the wind
stress, the major contribution to the upwelling comes from
the offshore wind stress and not from the alongshore wind
stress, which is higher order in time (see equation (52».

Furthermore, from (52) we see that in the initial stages the
contribution of the alongshore wind stress to the stream
function 1/1, to the offshore current u, and to the upwelling w
is negligible, and that only the offshore wind stress contrib-
utes.

The offshore wind stress through the Coriolis term and the
alongshore wind stress equally contribute to the alongshore
current v. The alongshore wind stress contribution, through
the Coriolis term, is negligible. The perturbations of the
buoyancy b due to the vertical advection are initially small.

The spatial structure functions Sn(g, 1/) are

Sn(g, 1/) = sn(g, 1/) (53)
z

1/=;;
x

t==/i

with T = t(F + 11. 2) 1/2

x

,=};
z

7}=h
TJ + = (TJ + /in)

11+

g+

+

11+

~+.

7/-

g+
+

where the form of ~n(~, 1/) is given in Appendix C. In section
4.3 we saw that at the onset the system behaves nonhydro-
statically, with an aspect ratio A eqcfil to unity and that the
overturning occurs in a horizontal reg~vn R = h, i.e., (43).

For a horizontally uniform wind stress (equation (49» the
maximum intensity of the upwelling in a very deep sea
occurs when 1/2 = I + ~2, i.e., at a depth

Z = -h[ 1 + (~)Jl/2

In an infinite deep sea, the maximum intensity of the
upwelling near the coast (x = 0) occurs at the depth where
the action of the wind stress vanishes, i.e., z = -h. The
maximum occurs at larger depths away from the coast (i.e.,
x > 0), and the intensity decreases to zero for x » R = h.

In a sea of finite depth H, the maximum intensity of the
upwelling occurs where the following relation between the
horizontal coordinate and the vertical coordinate is fulfilled:

1/-

~+

11+
1+-

g-

"1+

~-
11-

g-
+

z x h
cos 11" -cosh 11" -= COS 11" -

H H H

The transient. When the time t is comparable with T, to
see how the sea current goes from its initial state to its
asymptotic state, we have to Laplace invert the transfer
functions (;y(~, 1], s) in (51). Since the system is nonhydro-

'I}-

g-

1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2
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For a Heaviside impulse of wind, we have

N

'" = uoh[A sin a + Jcos a] 2- anS~y(l;, 1])

n=O

N

U = uofA sin a + Jcos a] L anS=y(~, 11)
n=O

h N
W = "0 -[A sin a + J cos a] L anS~y(~, 11)

R n=O

v = ~ { uo cos a ~ anS~y(f" 7/) -JU }A n=O

r2N2

A
b=

Fig. I. Time evolution of the upwelling intensity at the coordi-
nate point (x = O.lR, z = -O.9h). The e-folding time ,\-1 has been
set equal to 1 day. The solid line shows the upwelling behavior for
an abrupt wind impulse; the oscillations are due to the inertia-
gravity waves, and the asymptotic state is reached when t = 3,\ -I.
The dashed line shows how the system reacts if the wind impulse
ceases after 3 days; the upwelling intensity goes to zero through a
series of damped inertia-gravity waves for t > 3,\ -I.

The spatial structure functions sn(f" 1/) are

sn(f" 1/) = Sn(f" 1/) (56)

where the Sn(f" 1/) functions are given in Appendix C, where
f, = x/R, 1/ = z/h, and R = h[N/(F + A 2)1/2].

From section 4.3, we see that the asymptotic system
behaves hydrostatically, with an aspect ratio equal to the
ratio between the vertical scale h and the Rossby deforma-
tion radius R modified by the friction, and that the upwelling
occurs in a region of horizontal extent equal to R.

For a horizontally uniform wind stress (equation (22)) the
upwelling is given by

h
w = Uo -[A sin a + lcos a]2Sw

R (57)

sw=

Thus S w vanishes when ~ > 1, i.e., the upwelling is negligible
when the distance from the coast is larger than the Rossby
deformation radius R. The maximum intensity of the up-
welling in a very deep sea occurs when

The upwelling goes from its initial state to the asymptotic
state through a series of damped inertial gravity waves.
Figure 1 shows the transition behavior from rest to the
asymptotic value of the upwelling intensity, close to the
coast, forced by an alongshore wind stress. The damping is
essentially due to friction. When the wind impulse ceases,
the intensity of the upwelling goes to zero through a number
of inertial gravity oscillations which depend on latitude and
friction. Salat et al. [1989] have observed a number of
inertial oscillations induced by an impulse of offshore wind
in the northwestern Mediterranean Sea, near the Spanish
coast.

The asymptote. When the time t is much larger than the
characteristic time T, the asymptotic state of the sea current
can be computed through the limit given by (45). The
asymptotic intensity of the sea current is eventually zero
when the wind stress forcing acts for a limited time; the
system eventually diverges if an indefinitely growing forcing
is applied. In the case of finite amplitude forcing the sea
current reaches a finite asymptotic value, where the contri-
bution of the offshore wind stress to the stream function 1/1, to
the onshore current u, and to the upwelling w depends on
friction. The contribution of the alongshore wind stress to
the stream function 1/1, to the onshore current u, and to the
upwelling w depends on inertia. The offshore wind stress,
through the inertial term, and the alongshore wind stress
equally contribute to the alongshore current v. Actually the
offshore wind stress contribution, relative to the alongshore
wind contribution, prevails in the early stage and then
becomes proportional to A/fin the mature stage. The pertur-
bations of the buoyancy b due to the vertical advection and
to the diabatic term are of the same order.

Z = -h[]

(~)2]11
In an infinite deep sea, the maximum intensity of the
upwelling occurs at z = h near the coast (i.e., x = 0), and
deeper in the ocean far from the coast.

In a sea of finite depth H, the maximum intensity of the
upwelling occurs where the following relation between the
horizontal coordinate and the vertical coordinate is fulfilled:

z h x h
cos 1/"-cosh 1/"--=cos 1/"-

H HR H

Figure 2 shows the vertical structure of the upwelling for
a sea of infinite depth and for a sea of finite depth. When
H < 2h, the horizontal scale of the upwelling is reduced by
the shallowness of the sea, and the maximum intensity of the
upwelling is reduced and occurs at lower depth than in an
infinitely deep sea (for x > 0).
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Fig. 4. Isolines of the asymptotic upwelling (A w = 0.2 mm/s), forced by the alongshore wind stress and by the
offshore wind stress, respectively, at 0°, 30°, 60° of latitude (A = /) in an infinite deep sea. The action of the alongshore
wind stress on the upwelling occurs through inertia; the offshore wind stress acts on the upwelling through friction.

Figure 4 shows the upwelling due to the offshore and the
alongshore wind stress. The intensity of the upwelling due tothe 

alongshore wind stress increases with increasing lati-
tude, while the horizontal scale decreases. The intensity ofthe 

upwelling due to the offshore wind stress decreases with

increasing latitude. The contribution of the offshore wind
stress to the upwelling is proportional to friction, and the
contribution of the alongshore wind stress is proportional to
inertia (see (55»; the friction A has been ,assumed of the same
order as f.
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ApPENDIX C: THE Sn FUNCTIONS 8616662, and the Office of Naval Research, under contract NOOOH-
88-K-OO29. G.A.D. acknowledges the support of the Italian Sistema
Lagunare Vereziano.

From (34), using (35), we can compute the Sn(~, 11)functions 
in (51). For an infinite deep sea,

{~- In [~2- + "7~]1/2AnS",y(f" 1/) = -
2'1T

+g+ In [g2+ +112+]1/2

-g- In[g~ +112_]1/2-f,+ In [f,~ + TJ2_]I/2}
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For a sea of finite depth,

A 1 { tanh (1T12iI)~
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